1. Introduction. - Since its proposal in 1970 [1, 2] , the CCD has been developed to the point of a well-established component-family. Disseminated in the areas of analog-filtering, memory and image applications, all CCD components share the common basic concept of charge storage and transfer under a MOS multielectrode structure. Therefore, it appears timely to carry out an analysis of the fundamental electrical performances of the device -namely frequency-response and noise -as limited by those basic variable relations which are implied by the CCD physical operation. Here, we will use a system-theory approach to describe the single CCD cell through a model and to derive the properties of a n-cell device. The approach lends itself to a new and straightforward derivation of all the relevant CCD performances. New results are found in addition to previously known ones, and are reported in parametric form to allow a quick evaluation of their dependence from the design variables, both for electrical and image applications. 2 . Cell model and transfer functions. - As it is well known, transfer of charge packet between adjacent cells is promoted by thermal diffusion, fringing field and self-induced drifts [3] , while the finite time allowed for the transfer and the trapping of charge in fast states are responsible for the small percentage of residual charge left back after the transfer period [3] . A constant transfer inefficiency e describes these mechanisms, which are basically signal-amplitude independent and also imply that the residual charge is available for the next transfer after a clock period T.
Regardless the cell 2-or 3-phase arrangement, we can then model the elementary CCD-cell as in figure 1 , where the delay-block exp( -jco T) represents the cell delay at a clock period T, the fraction 1 -G of its output being sent directly to the next cell, and the feedback loop e represents the lost charge injection [8] . Therefore, the relation between the true CCD input signal i(t) and the sampled input io(t) entering the CCD cells (Fig. 3) can be written as :
where comb (.) is a sequence of b-functions at clock times mT (see Fig. 3 ) which describes the ideal sampling, and c(t) is the impulse response of the integrateand-dump section (the counterpart c(x) for an image device is the cell-profile function [8] a well-known result [7, 9] , which is plotted in figure 4 with il as a parameter, to show how a high inputinjection efficiency (~ near to 1) [9] , the events of which are randomly distributed in time, i.e. uncorrelated to the clock or signal waveforms. Therefore, we model this storage noise by a generator is placed at the output node of the cell (Fig. 1) . Obviously, the first and last generator could include also input/output noises or the shot-noise of detected quanta for an image CCD, contributions that we do not treat in the following.
We can now assume statistical independence for noise generators it and is and for generators of different cells. A viable representation for them is a sequence of b-pulses at clock frequency with random charge q. If q2 ~ -~ q ~ Z -qi or qs is the variance of the random charge assumed equal for all cells, the power spectral densities St( OJ) and Ss( OJ) of transfer and storage generators are given by [5] :
From figure 1 we can see that the k-th cell noise contribution ik due to it and is is :
where F is given by eq. (1). The corresponding spectral density Sk is therefore :
and by summation over the n-cell contributions, each weighted by the proper transfer function to the output, we obtain for the bilateral power spectral density Sn of the output noise :
As above, a simpler and accurate expression can be found from eq. (14) in the large n approximation, i.e. :
The transfer noise dependence of eq. (15) Altematively, a different and more meaningful condition is that of requiring the equalization of the CCD output, by which the output SIN is independent from the input signal and the calculated NES does not improve with frequency response deterioration like it is in the direct use. In this case, limiting again the bandwidth to the maximum conceptual one, i.e. the Nyquist frequency, one has :
In figure 8 we plot the NES calculated from eqs. (17) and (18), and standardized to the minimum noise current (2 nqt + nqs ) il2/T which would be predicted intuitively if there were no compounding [9] figure 8 when NES is referred to the actual CCD-input, as a function of fractional cell-width il.
